Networking Online Presence Tips for Composers. So, along with composing, I plan on doing more videos with composers and sample library developers. I feel so inspired being around fellow musicians, learning from them, collaborating with them & it feeds my musical brain and helps so much when I sit down to write my own music. Upon the announcement of your victory there was a group of people that displayed unhealthy antisocial behavior online. Do you have any tips for fellow professionals dealing with trolls on socials? The Score book. Read 3 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. A collection of lively, in-depth conversations with contemporary film comp...Â Start by marking â€œThe Score: Interviews with Film Composersâ€ as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Other editions. Enlarge cover. What makes a good film composer? We delve deep into the minds of the greatest movie soundtrack writers with these inspirational quotes. Mozart Quotes Piano Quotes Lyric Quotes Famous Inspirational Quotes Best Quotes Funny Quotes Wicked Musical Quotes Classical Music Quotes Amadeus Mozart.Â Michael Giacchino, the man who composed the beautiful scores for The Incredibles, Ratatouille, and the short film La Luna. The news came along with Giacchino's announcement that he'll score Jurassic World and Tomor...Â And if you're interested, you can watch the rest of the interview in which heâ€¦ Musician Quotes Artist Quotes Piano Quotes Dance Quotes Wicked Musical Quotes Famous Quotes Best Quotes Life Quotes Make Mine Music. Low budget horror films are becoming box office hits. Not just one, but many. Paving the way, IFC Midnightâ€™s The Wretched, which now belongs to a small group of films that have topped the U.S. box office for five weekends in a row, others in this club include Titanic and Avatar. Other titles seeking successful runs since the lock down began, Quiver Distributionâ€™s Becky, IFC Filmsâ€™ Relic and Global View Entertainmentâ€™s found footage horror/thriller Followed. Because of it's successful drive-in theater run, it was also recently announced that Mpi. Behind the Score: Interview with Followed Compose... This collection of candid interviews with some of today's finest and hottest film composers presents a broad cross-section of thoughts about the process of film composing, styles of film music, and working within today's entertainment industry. Every fan of the music that often guides our emotions as we sit glued or trembling in our theater seats will find this contemporary insider's look at this popular musical genre a must-read. Among the composers included are: Thomas Newman; Elmer Bernstein; Marc Shaiman; Mark Isham; John Barry; Terence Blanchard; Howard Shore; Bruce Brought